
Food Technology Challenge activity - I can 

investigate new and emerging technologies

Heston Blumenthal is a celebrity chef; his multi-

sensory approach to food is inspiring. 

Make a newspaper article about this talented 

chef, add images 

Titles could be:

Seven ways Heston Blumenthal changed the 

food and restaurant world

Heston’s interesting kitchen equipment 

What inspires Heston ?



Can you explain one of the following 

technologies used in professional sport? 

(produce a PowerPoint) 

DRS in cricket

VAR in football

TMO in rugby

Hawk-eye in badminton or tennis 



What are the purposes of mass media ?

Challenge There are 4 key purposes of this type of media. 
Use the clues to work out what they are and match the 
terms. 

1 2 3

4

More challenging How can each of these types of media 
influence us? Explain three positive and three negative 
ways.

Mega challenge What checks are put in place to ensure the 
media is reliable? 
(See the Ofcom worksheet) – are these enough? What are 
the advantages and disadvantages?

Task 1

WORD AWARE:
Inform Educate

Entertain Persuade



The diagram below shows a set of three coordinate 

axes on an isometric drawing. What is the angle 

between each pair of axes?

Is it possible to keep the distance between all 

adjacent grid points equal, and have some other 

angles between the axes?



Programming and Control Challenge Task

Write only the decision points Robomind would use to reach 

the centre of the maze.

The route has been started for you.

A C E



I can discuss and assess how authors use language, 
including figurative language and can suggest how this 
might impact on the reader.

Task One: Read the extract 
above. Can you highlight and 
name some of the literary 
techniques the writer has 
used? 
Task Two: Using the image as a 
reference, write an opening 
paragraph to a short story. Use 
some of the literary techniques 
found in the extract.  


